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P r i n c i p a l 's  M es s a ge  

Hello Mighty Panthers,
 
Wow! Another week is over! We are one week closer to summer break! This week was jam packed with
academics, professional learning, and so much fun! I want to especially give a big thank you to our
secretaries, Josefa, Gina, and Emi! They are the first ones everyone sees when they come into our
office. These ladies always greet everyone with a welcoming attitude! I truly appreciate all they do
for everyone on this campus.
 
 
Fifth grade started CAST this week, and they are rockin it! Thank you 5th grade teachers and
students for being so focused on this! A huge thank you to our Tk-2 classes for helping motivate
the 3-5 students with positive posters and goodies! Kinder started ELPAC testing their students
this week, and it has been going well.
 
 
On Tuesday, teachers had a meaningful extended PL, where teachers got together with their grade
levels from across the district with the coaches. The teams explored pacing and assessments, and
how they align to the standards. Palm hosted 1st and 4th grade. There were a lot of amazing
revelations through the process.
 

Hello,
Happy
Friday

UPDATE

Major construction is
happening here.  All
buildings are in there new
location and new
classrooms will be here
shortly.  Lots of changes
and noise.  Thank you
teachers for being patient. 

Extended PD

Thank You Palm
Teachers for your input
on this extended PD. 

This will help make any
changes for our

upcoming school year. 

Kindergarten Visits the

Police and Fire Station

Park Rangers Visits
Kindergarten

The Mighty

Panther Way

Our pBIS team is working hard on our PBIS application! It

has been amazing to go through all the great things that

palm has been doing to improve our school climate. We

hope to have high recognition for palm!

Our SEL team has been working on creating activities for Palm to have

for mental health awareness month. Mental health refers to a person’s

mental and emotional well-being. In recent years, it has become

apparent how important mental health is because it affects all aspects

of an individual’s life, including how they feel, thinks, and act. There is

often a stigma surrounding mental health, but by teaching students

about mental health awareness and the month which commemorates

it, there will undoubtedly be less of a stigma. Additionally, students

may learn some strategies for improving their own mental health and

information they can use to better understand themselves and those

around them.

COUNS E LO R
C O R N E R

C NANCY MEDEL

Student Growth Strategy, Decision Making: A child’s approach to problem solving that involves learning
from others and from their own previous experiences, using their values to guide their actions, and

accepting responsibility for their decisions, is the skill of decision making. Children can learn about decision
making through observing the decisions that adults and peers make, and also from the outcomes of those

decisions. We can make time for conversations with children about values and decision making. Adults can
“think out loud” to model their own decision-making process and teach children a step-by-step framework

or process for making decisions. Children can be allowed to safely experience the consequences of their
decisions. Children need help to learn to consider and predict consequences of decisions. Adults can

provide positive consequences (reinforcement) when good decisions are made, rather than just negative
consequences for unfavorable decisions. Adults can provide opportunities for children to practice decision

making. Benefits of decision making skills include: enhancement of a child’s relationships with caregivers
and siblings, reduced behavioral problems and increased coping skills for distress, increased adults’ trust to
provide opportunities for child independence, and increased media literacy skills. Decision making skills at

school and out-of-school programs can improve relationships with educators and peers, promote
collaborative learning and group cohesiveness, reduce time spent on behavior management and discipline,
and improved academic achievement. By learning decision making skills, students can increase their ability
to cope with peer pressure and can lead to a future of healthier, warmer relationships in adulthood, better

functioning in diverse contexts and groups, increased understanding of diverse perspectives, reduced
likelihood of substance abuse, reduced risky or delinquent behavior, reduced likelihood of depression and

anxiety, employability, and good workplace performance. Source: Aperture Education, Growth Strategies,
DESSA.

SECRETARIES
DAY!

It’s amazing to work
with these 3 ladies who

care as much as you
three do. You all are

helpful, efficient, smart
and for all these

wondrous things and
lots more, too, it’s time

to thank and honor you!
Happy Secretaries Day!

SEAL is live and TK
is working on an insect

unit.

5th GRADE CAST TESTING/ELPAC TESTING

Rumpus In The Rainforest
1st Grade

WHAT A MASTERPIECE!
Thank you 1st grade

for an Amazing
Performcance!

CAASPP RALLY

The Palm Sped Team would like to send a HUGE shout-out to Mrs. Andrea Reed! Thank you so very much for all
the help you have given us this school year! Especially with making sure our students have the appropriate
accommodations for their state test! You absolutely Rock!

Shout out to Lily for her dedication to the 4th-grade team and showing the boys and girls how to dance!

Huge shout out to Mrs. Carrillo and her class for the beautiful banner! Room 64 appreciates the encouraging
message :)

Shout out to Juan and Jorge for letting me ghost ride the whip with Mark and Lily holding on for their lives

Shout out to Gina, Josefa and Emmi. I appreciate all your hard work. I feel really grateful to be your teammate.

To our 'administrative assistants' who do such a wonderful job! Always cheerful and helpful!

                     Shout out to 1st Grade for an Amazing Performance Last Night!  Thank you for giving our parents a
                     wonderful masterpiece.

Shout out to Mrs. Lopez for sharing ELD and Science resources! You rock!

Jorge made a wonderful rainforest scene for our musical. THANK YOU!!! 

Jorge You Are AWESOME! Thank you for helping out with 1st-grade performance, the video, and the setup for our
CAASPP assembly.  YOU ROCK!

Christy you are awesome and a great sport for being our little helper today.  

Shout out to all the 3rd-5th teachers, Chisty, Coach B, and Matt for a successful CAASPP assembly.  WE WILL
ROCK THIS TEST!

Thank you K-2 for your supporting posters and treats.  YOU ARE AMAZING!

Mrs. Castillo & Mrs. Cerda
Have a great weekend!   

8
May 2, 2022

CAASPP testing Begins for 3-5 Grade

May 3, 2022
Leadership Meeting 

May 4, 2022
All Staff PLC @ 7:45 (EL PD by TCOE)

PBIS

May 5, 2022
College Thursday

Literacy is king @ 2:45 in the Library
Palm School parent night

 
May 6, 2022

School Spirit day
College Signing Day with 5th Grade @ 1:45


